By CHRIS MEAD

The Michigan State University administration has been accused of attempting to stifle free speech on the campus in violation of the First Amendment to the Constitution. This charge was made by a professor who believes that the university is violating his rights under the Bill of Rights.

The assistant professor, who asked not to be identified, said he was being censored by the university for expressing views that were critical of the administration.

The professor, who has been teaching at MSU for two years, said he was denied tenure last year and that his job security has been threatened.

The administration has denied any such charges and said it would continue to investigate the matter.

The case is being handled by the Michigan State University Board of Trustees, which is scheduled to meet next week.

The university has hired outside counsel to represent it in the case.

The professor said he was being denied tenure because he had expressed views that were critical of the administration and the university's policies.

He said he had been denied tenure last year and that his job security had been threatened.
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A winter's day
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Three states still counting as election heat subsides

In the Associated Press

The suspense was great but the final estimate of presidential vote counting continued today in Alaska, Maryland and Missouri where President-elect Richard M. Nixon and Senator Robert G. Humphrey fought some of their closest elections.
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NEWS summary

Wednesday, November 13, 1968

U.S. slates first lunar orbit: manned flight set Dec. 21

WASHINGTON (AP) — The United States plans the first manned flight around the moon this Christmas Eve.

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration ordered the backup plan to the lunar landing mission for the Apollo 8 astronauts after it ruled out a chance that the flight could occur this year.

The astronauts will attempt to survey the lunar equatorial area from which another Apollo mission will land next year.

The astronauts will carry along television equipment with which they will send back several TV shows along the order of those transmitted from earth last month by the Apollo 7 astronauts.

They will send back their first program from the Apollo 8 at 8 p.m. EST Monday, following the scheduled opening of the Apollo 8 mission.

The second showing will come Christmas Eve.

The astronauts will attempt to send back television views that will show the earth from Christmas Eve and Christmas Day.

Dr. Thomas O. Paine, NASA's top engineer administrator, said the decision to make the most ambitious flight possible with the current version of the Apollo spacecraft was made only at 5 p.m. EST Monday following conferences among the top personnel involved.

Nixon's photo session troubles continue. We have something like a program-oriented nationally and in certain parts of the world to come after.

What assurances are there that at the last moment the Administration will not come in favor of another

Don't miss the Engineering Open House Nov. 14, 1968

Anytime from 7-9:00 p.m.

ALL welcome

On-going Lab Demonstrations

FACULTY AVAILABLE
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THE ONLY COMPLETE RECORD STORE IN EAST LANSING

DGG is the hottest classical line going.

Part Of The Campus Scene

Coordinate Your Outdoor Wardrobe with each color as navy, black, camel, green, chocolate, gold, By Kickingco, $24.60

Sueded Luxury

Coordinate Your Outdoor Wardrobe with each color as navy, black, camel, green, chocolate, gold, By Kickingco, $24.60

Use your charge account in both stores

Ask us about FREE PARKING.

hepfer's HOPES

326 S. Washington DOWNTOWN
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Our entire stock of DGG-Archive records on sale for only $3.59 per L.P.

after good

Thru Sat. Nov. 16

PH. 351-8460
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EDITORIALS

For off-campus unification

The Off-Campus Club (OCC) has been swamped with work recently due to an increase in student complaints. These grievances are being caused by the action and inaction of many landlords. As rents have gone up, student objections have risen. Negligence on the part of landlords has raised by a series of protest from off-campus residents. The flood of complaints has stimulated the OCC to work closely with its committee. This committee has been attempting to deal with these students, but has just begun to work. OCC is also looking into the vast problem of landlord-occupied relations and should come up with some suggestions in the near future. It may form another committee to work with the grievance committee. These two committees hope to help organize off-campus students to eliminate their problems.

With hope alone, little will be accomplished. OCC is unsupervised and unorganized. Students in one building may have the same complaints and not know about it. Some students know of their own roommates and no one else. Unification is the name of the game.

Off-campus students should form committees with a member reporting to the OCC and important grievances. In this way, complaints can be presented to a united opposition to certain practices. The student who will also get to know their fellow house dwellers. It is this type of idea that OCC and ASMSU should continue their efforts to arouse interest.

The emphasis is on the student. He must be active in his own affairs. To be the opinion of many Americans, especially as regards the sentence in which I carelessly used the words "embarrassed" and "deeply criticized" the second part reflects my fears as is humanly possible, represents my feelings. It is most important to me that everyone who read my letter, especially those who were offended by my unclear statement, will understand that I support the goals of those in the light of the potential historical repetition I pointed out. The first part expresses what seems to be the opinion of many Americans, especially as regards the sentence in which I carelessly used the words "embarrassed" and "deeply criticized""
Profs' views differ on education trends

By CINDY NEAL
State News Staff Writer

State University education professors say there’s no immediate cure for the educational crisis, but they are divided on the direction reform should take.

The biggest problem, they agree, is the lack of a common philosophy among educators. They also differ on the extent to which a meaningful approach to education can be found through a variety of learning experiences.

One group of professors advocates a student-centered approach that emphasizes the student’s individuality and the personal and social needs of each student. They believe that educational reform can be achieved by providing more opportunities for students to participate in decision-making processes and by allowing them to explore their own interests and develop their own talents.

Another group of professors advocates a traditional approach that emphasizes the transmission of knowledge and the development of critical thinking skills. They believe that educational reform can be achieved by improving the quality of teaching and by increasing the emphasis on standardized testing.

Still another group of professors advocates a pragmatic approach that emphasizes the practical application of education to real-world problems. They believe that educational reform can be achieved by focusing on the needs of society and by developing programs that are relevant to the workplace.

The professors also differ on the role of government in education. Some believe that government should play a larger role in funding and regulating education, while others believe that government should play a smaller role and that educational decisions should be left to local communities.

The professors also differ on the role of technology in education. Some believe that technology can be used to improve teaching and learning, while others believe that technology can be used to undermine the traditional values of education.

The professors also differ on the role of curriculum in education. Some believe that curriculum should be based on the needs of society, while others believe that curriculum should be based on the needs of individual students.

The professors also differ on the role of assessment in education. Some believe that assessment should be used to evaluate student performance, while others believe that assessment should be used to promote student learning.

The professors also differ on the role of community involvement in education. Some believe that community involvement can be used to improve teaching and learning, while others believe that community involvement can be used to undermine the traditional values of education.

The professors also differ on the role of student autonomy in education. Some believe that students should be given more control over their own education, while others believe that students should be given less control and that their education should be directed by experts.

The professors also differ on the role of student diversity in education. Some believe that diversity should be encouraged, while others believe that diversity should be limited.

The professors also differ on the role of student motivation in education. Some believe that motivation can be increased through incentives, while others believe that motivation should not be used to manipulate students.

The professors also differ on the role of student accountability in education. Some believe that students should be held accountable for their own education, while others believe that students should be held accountable for the education of others.

The professors also differ on the role of student resistance in education. Some believe that resistance should be encouraged, while others believe that resistance should be discouraged.

The professors also differ on the role of student activism in education. Some believe that activism can be used to improve teaching and learning, while others believe that activism can be used to undermine the traditional values of education.

The professors also differ on the role of student organization in education. Some believe that organization can be used to improve teaching and learning, while others believe that organization can be used to undermine the traditional values of education.
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The professors also differ on the role of student organization in education. Some believe that organization can be used to improve teaching and learning, while others believe that organization can be used to undermine the traditional values of education.

The professors also differ on the role of student protest in education. Some believe that protest can be used to improve teaching and learning, while others believe that protest can be used to undermine the traditional values of education.
Unrecruited gridder avoids college game

FOOTBALL
For the masses

EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the first of a three-part series examining the present day state of college sports in the light of former Michigan State News editor Jim Michener. Tom Brown, a freshman, is the first of the gridders to be featured. By TOM BROWN

The Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan

play varsity football next fall.

I hope to contribute to the team. I wish I could have been one of the track team, but I wish I could have walked on.

Former coach Gordon Bowdell, the outstanding player for the White team in the 1967 Green and White spring game said what is in line to try and a line-up of tenured senior.

I feel that MSU is the best school for me. I had a home on the MSU campus, but I didn't get any scholarship offers. When I got here, the other players were much bigger than me and I realized I didn't have a chance.

Coaching director said. "And you have to remember that we only had 40 scholarships then while now the number of football candidates the East Lansing campus, but years ago and today, the big incentive other than a desire to participate.

Daugherty feels that his present and future offensive line is still in front of him. And certainly the best one I'll ever have seen.

I'd been recruited by other schools but I wanted to attend MSU, go to academic scholarship here and team them the most reasonable approach." Baird said.

I thought I'd be on equal footing with everyone else, but it just didn't work out that way. We were out there but there were two other teams.

I have never been out in ten years and this seemed the most reasonable approach." Baird said.

I've got to the point that I am not35,000 and 15,000 in the past couple of years.
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Linen and accessory store now available

Call 337-1944

Camera Enthusiasts

Save $50 plus

Lenses price in Michigan

Knappp's

 uphill blood

$7

Cozy and cuddly deep pile hoods and topped to snuggle up in warm-ly and fashionably on coldest days. Now setting the pace in a snazzy, modern day sport. White, black, and plum, and plum, and pink, and gray, and purple colors. At this price, you can match every coat.

American Business Machines

370-2854
Call now

Typewriter Repaired
ALL MAKES
Free pick up and return to your service

Go Go Bahamas

8 Fabulous Days 7 Glorious Nights

Round trip jet air fare includes:

Round trip and all meals on the schedule.

$1799

Call 337-1944

New rules favor grid attack-Agase

MSU head coach Al and Oregon State will battle in a offensively balanced scheme.
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**SPORTS**

**TARHEELS NCAA OPPONENT**

**Booters face sticky situation**

The Tarheels are moving to the University of North Carolina for the 1968-1969 NCAA soccer season, resulting in the opposition as the North Carolina Tarheels. The Tarheels are the defending NCAA champions, having won the title in 1967. The Tarheels are scheduled to compete against the University of Maryland in the opening weekend. The Tarheels have not lost a single game this season, entering the game with a 7-0-0 record. The Tarheels are expected to face stiff competition from the Maryland team, which is also undefeated this season, with a 6-0-1 record.

**Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan**

---

**COMPARA THE MEIJER LOW PRICE -- WHY PAY MORE!**

**Camden CHRISTMAS RECORD SALE!**

**TURKEY PLATTERS**

- **25 BOWS IN A BAG**
  - **48¢** (Minimum purchase of 5 oz. Dixie cup required)

- **77¢** (Large Platters $1.27)

**GAYLORD COFFEE**

- **REGULAR OR DUTCH GRINDS!**
  - **2-lb. Tin. Just 98¢**

- **3-lb. tin for 39¢**

**GAYLORD SHORTENING**

- **3 lb. for 10¢**

**BANANAS**

- **FAMOUS "CHIQUITA" BRAND**
  - **10¢ lb.**

---

5 at Texas Southern face charges of murder, assault.

By FRED SHERWOOD
State News Staff Writer

Five students at the predominately black Texas Southern University are facing serious charges of murder and assault with intent to murder following an incident that occurred in their campus kitchen.

John Parker, Charles Freeman, Floyd Stegall, Robert Walker and Donald Franklin were charged late last month after a disturbance in which a student was injured and another was killed. The victim, a white student, was found dead in a kitchen at the end of last month.

As NATSU, the student government, is to hold a hearing at 7:30 to decide whether or not to try the five students. The hearing will be held in the student center.

A police spokesman said that the incident occurred in the kitchen of the dormitory. The student, a white woman, was found dead in the kitchen.

The spokesman said that the police are investigating the incident and that the five students were charged with murder and assault.

According to the police, the five other students were in the kitchen at the time of the incident. They said that the victim was injured and that the five students were taken into custody.

The spokesman said that the police are not releasing any further details until the hearing is concluded.

The hearing will be held in the student center and is expected to last several days.

To wed ACADEMY NOMINEE

BY JIM ROSS
State News Reviewer

To wed Alice B. Tolkas' "A Man and a Woman"

"A Man and a Woman" is the latest film to be released by MCA/Universal Pictures. It is a romantic comedy that tells the story of a middle-aged man who falls in love with a young woman.

The film stars Jean-Louis Trintignant as Armand and Marina Vlady as Rose. It is directed by Claude Chabrol and is written by Chabrol and Pierre Barillet.

The film opens on November 13, 1968, at the Park Theatre in Dallas. It is scheduled to be released in other cities shortly thereafter.

The film is produced by MCA/Universal Pictures and is distributed by MCA/Universal Pictures.

The film received several awards at the Academy Awards. It was nominated for Best Picture, Best Director, Best Actor, Best Actress, Best Supporting Actor, and Best Supporting Actress. It won the award for Best Picture, Best Director, Best Actor, and Best Actress.

Pianist Smith's program 'fascinatingly diversified'

BY CLAY RENNER
State News Reviewer

Pianist Thomas Smith, a former professor of music at Texas Southern University, presented a program of solo and chamber music on Saturday evening at the University Center.

The program consisted of works by Beethoven, Schubert, and Chopin. It was performed in the auditorium of the University Center.

Smith is a highly respected pianist and has performed extensively throughout the United States and Europe. He is a member of the Texas Arts Council and has received numerous awards and honors for his performances.

The program received enthusiastic applause from the audience, who were impressed by Smith's technical skill and interpretive abilities.

Smith's next concert is scheduled for January 15, 1969, at the University Center. It will feature works by Brahms and Schumann.

Nutrition expert

Old Michigan, professor of foods and nutrition and biochemistry, is offering an upcoming course in nutrition at the university. The course is designed to provide students with a comprehensive understanding of the principles of nutrition and their application to daily life.

Old Michigan has a wealth of expertise in the field of nutrition and has authored numerous articles and books on the subject. He is a member of the American Dietetic Association and a frequent contributor to national nutrition journals.

The course will be offered on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. It will cover topics such as the role of nutrients in the human body, the effects of diet on health, and the importance of a balanced diet.

The course is open to both undergraduate and graduate students and will be taught in a lecture format. It will also include hands-on lab sessions and a final project.

The course will be offered at the university's downtown campus and will be taught by Old Michigan, a renowned nutrition expert.

Coed chansonniers freshen hours

A create freshens hours at the university when the coed chansonniers take the stage. The group is composed of talented women who bring music and laughter to the campus.

The chansonniers perform at various events throughout the year, including the annual spring concert, the homecoming game, and the holiday parties. Their performances are always well-received by the student body.

The chansonniers' music is a blend of traditional and contemporary styles, with a focus on singing popular songs in French. They are known for their lively and engaging performances, which always draw a large audience.

The chansonniers' next performance is scheduled for next week, and it is sure to be a hit with the student body. So mark your calendars and come out to hear these talented women bring music and joy to the campus once again.
Transition
A few stubborn leaves still clinging to campus trees, but most of autumn’s splendor is scattered on the ground and crunches underfoot-waiting for snow.
State News photo by Bob Jones

FINE LITTLE THRILLER

'Crook' experiments in style

By JIM YOUSLING
State News Reviewer

The MUB Film Society seems to have come up with a real work of art, since their showing of "To Be A Crook," is the only entertainment on campus to night, unless you have P.A.C. tic­
king or Jimmy's "Marathon." The film, directed by Claude ("A Man and a Woman") Lelouch, is a low-budget, hard-hitting glimpse into the world of modern-day gangsters. As in u
nery of the film. The bulk of the film is light and very, very loose. But the climax which must follow the gunfight is in some way, some way, some way.

And speaking of content... "To Be A Crook" is about a family. While the film makes clear the family's problems and the shadows hanging behind all these people's actions, it is a story of growth. "To Be A Crook" is about a man who is growing. It is about relationships, and more than anything else, it is about the characters.

Ironically, one of the触摸 points is that the family needs to grow. The characters need to grow. The family needs to grow. The family needs to grow.

In other words, "To Be A Crook" is not only a highly stylized film, but a film that is about family, about relationships.

An element of the film which must follow the枪fight is in some way, some way, some way.

The bulk of the film is light and very, very loose. But the climax which must follow the gunfight is in some way, some way, some way.

And speaking of content... "To Be A Crook" is about a family. While the film makes clear the family's problems and the shadows hanging behind all these people's actions, it is a story of growth. "To Be A Crook" is about a man who is growing. It is about relationships, and more than anything else, it is about the characters.

Ironically, one of the触摸 points is that the family needs to grow. The characters need to grow. The family needs to grow. The family needs to grow.

In other words, "To Be A Crook" is not only a highly stylized film, but a film that is about family, about relationships.
**Open house decision**

The majority of the RHPO board members supported the proposal that the building be kept without a dormitory. If the building is not to become a dormitory, the major use will be a residence hall, and that while the name and certain aspects of the residence hall can be determined on the floor level, the final decisions will be made by the government.

The faculty committee is concerned about the amount of responsibility the university is taking for the handling and the governing group social activities. Any exceptions to the above must be made in consideration of the facilities and the governing group social activities.

For the event and appearance of the house and rooms shall be appropriate to the occasion as defined by the governing council.

When members of the house are in the room, doors to the room must be open to that understanding entry is possible. If members of the public are in the room, no one may close the door to that room.

(continued from page one)

**Weekend activities**

- **Services and activities**
  - **Service**
  - **Typing services**
  - **Printing services**
  - **Transportation services**
  - **Travel arrangements**
  - **Manpower services**

**Volunteer**

- **Volunteer opportunities**

**Placement bureau**

- **Opportunities available**

**Critical editor in debate**

Critics of the move to open the residence hall, against the Cardinal, respond to the students, faculty and outside groups that have been involved in the debate.

The Pontif Exponent at Pur- due University in Lafayette, Ind., has its editorial in her review her statement that the administration is an "inappropriate" decision on the Cardinal.

The University announced that a publication board be set up to hear the students' proposals which get the student body to be the students. The university will present the editor of the work that the students are given a chance to express their views in exchange for getting Editor and publisher.

Unique charges

The students against the Miss­ ouri Daily at the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis are seeking a sign-out violation of their policies.

The student body in general did not seem to be against the students in Corrections, Psychology, Counseling and Education.

Opportunities available

- **Opportunities available**
  - **Opportunities still available**
  - **Opportunities for graduates**
  - **Opportunities for graduates only**
  - **Opportunities for graduate students only**
  - **Opportunities for graduate students only (B) Location: Various.

**Protestors sing in face of arrest**

About 30 anti-war protesters were arrested after a demonstration held outside the University of Michigan.

The head of the department said the protesters were arrested because they were blocking the entrance to the building.

Protestors

- **Protestors**
  - **Favorable protestors**

**Volunteer opportunities**

- **Volunteer opportunities available**

**Critical editor in debate**

Critics of the move to open the residence hall, against the Cardinal, respond to the students, faculty and outside groups that have been involved in the debate.

The Pontif Exponent at Pur- due University in Lafayette, Ind., has its editorial in her review her statement that the administration is an "inappropriate" decision on the Cardinal.

The University announced that a publication board be set up to hear the students' proposals which get the student body to be the students. The university will present the editor of the work that the students are given a chance to express their views in exchange for getting Editor and publisher.

Unique charges

The students against the Miss­ ouri Daily at the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis are seeking a sign-out violation of their policies.

The student body in general did not seem to be against the students in Corrections, Psychology, Counseling and Education.

Opportunities available

- **Opportunities available**
  - **Opportunities still available**
  - **Opportunities for graduates**
  - **Opportunities for graduates only**
  - **Opportunities for graduate students only**
  - **Opportunities for graduate students only (B) Location: Various.

**Protestors sing in face of arrest**

About 30 anti-war protesters were arrested after a demonstration held outside the University of Michigan.

The head of the department said the protesters were arrested because they were blocking the entrance to the building.

Protestors

- **Protestors**
  - **Favorable protestors**

**Volunteer opportunities**

- **Volunteer opportunities available**
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**For Sale**

- **For Sale**
  - **Real Estate**
  - **Mobile Home**
  - **Lost & Found**

**Personal**

- **Personal**
  - **STUDENT ROOMS**
  - **DANCE**
  - **DANCE**

**Stables, Stables, Stables**

- **Stables, Stables, Stables**

**Students**

- **STUDENT ROOMS**

**Volunteer**

- **Volunteer opportunities**

**Placement bureau**

- **Opportunities available**

**Volunteer opportunities**

- **Volunteer opportunities available**

**Critical editor in debate**

Critics of the move to open the residence hall, against the Cardinal, respond to the students, faculty and outside groups that have been involved in the debate.

The Pontif Exponent at Pur- due University in Lafayette, Ind., has its editorial in her review her statement that the administration is an "inappropriate" decision on the Cardinal.

The University announced that a publication board be set up to hear the students' proposals which get the student body to be the students. The university will present the editor of the work that the students are given a chance to express their views in exchange for getting Editor and publisher.

Unique charges

The students against the Miss­ ouri Daily at the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis are seeking a sign-out violation of their policies.

The student body in general did not seem to be against the students in Corrections, Psychology, Counseling and Education.

Opportunities available

- **Opportunities available**
  - **Opportunities still available**
  - **Opportunities for graduates**
  - **Opportunities for graduates only**
  - **Opportunities for graduate students only**
  - **Opportunities for graduate students only (B) Location: Various.

**Protestors sing in face of arrest**

About 30 anti-war protesters were arrested after a demonstration held outside the University of Michigan.

The head of the department said the protesters were arrested because they were blocking the entrance to the building.

Protestors

- **Protestors**
  - **Favorable protestors**

**Volunteer opportunities**

- **Volunteer opportunities available**
Veteran's Day vigil staged

BY RON INGRAM

The MSU Resistance program staged a Militia of the Mind vigil on Thursday afternoon at the Library.

The vigil, held in support of the men who are being drafted, was attended by about 100 people. The vigil was a peaceful demonstration on the steps of the campus against the Vietnam war.

LAWS AND RIGHTS

Center provides draft facts

The informational center in the Library provides facts on draft laws, conscientious objection, and other related issues. Students and faculty can visit the center to learn more about draft laws and the implications of conscientious objection.

Why does a perfect size 7 look perfect only 21 days every month?

It has nothing to do with calisthenics. It's a special female weight gain caused by temporary water retention due to PAMPRIN.

HOBIES

Winter: The Fairfield scout

Semi-Annual Sale of Famous Label Classics

Great Gift Sets

- Sweaters
- Skirts
- Slacks
- Shirts
- Knit tops

The Style Shop

Fresh from Famous Label Classics

12 inch 1" 24 inch 2 351-3800

SPORTS SHOPPING CENTER

FREE, FAST DELIVERY

Wednesday, November 13, 1968
Overpasses Feasible
Traffic hazard solution sought

Plans for a system of pedestrian and bicycle overpasses for the troubled East Grand River Avenue area were made public Monday by Donald Conlist, assistant director for East Lansing, who said that a man with a long police record and his two children died of smoke inhalation and burns in an apartment fire at 1011 E. Grand River Ave. East Lansing 337-2310. Conlist said Monday that a man with a long police record and her children died of smoke inhalation and burns in an apartment fire at 1011 E. Grand River Ave. East Lansing 337-2310.

The suspect, arrested Monday, was a resident of the apartment where the fire occurred. Conlist said that the fire was started by the man, who was known to have a history of criminal activity. He described the man as a repeat offender with a long record of arrests for various offenses, including burglary and assault.

The investigation into the cause of the fire is ongoing, and Conlist said that additional resources may be needed to assist with the probe. He emphasized the importance of public safety and urged residents to be vigilant in reporting any suspicious activity.

In addition to the human tragedy, the East Lansing Fire Department and the Michigan State Police responded to the fire, which resulted in damage to the apartment building.

Mother, babies die; Indiana man held

FORT WAYNE, Ind. (UPI) — A man who set fire to an apartment building in Fort Wayne, Indiana, has been charged with murder and arson in the deaths of five people, including four children.

The Indiana State Police said Monday that 29-year-old Donald Conlist, who is wanted in connection with the fire, was arrested in West Lafayette, Indiana. Conlist was charged with four counts of murder and one count of arson.

The victims included a man, woman and two children who lived in the apartment, along with another man who was visiting the residence. The cause of death was determined to be smoke inhalation and burns.

Conlist, who had a history of criminal activity, was known to the local police and was the subject of an ongoing investigation. It is believed that the fire was intentionally set as part of a larger criminal enterprise.

The investigation into this incident is ongoing, and Conlist is expected to make a court appearance in the near future. Additional charges may be filed as the investigation progresses.

Even in winter?

If cold weather won't bring the holidays down, maybe something else will. Conlist just had a pair of rights and with a $500 tip, he killed a man in the neighbor's apartment.

State News photo by Larry Magidson

Long-range building plans: 'U' awaits legislative nod

By RICH BERNARD

State News Staff Writer

The Michigan Legislature is expected to take up a bill that would authorize the construction of a new medical school buildings, which would be the largest project of its kind in the state.

The proposal, which was introduced by Michigan State University president, has won the support of both the state senate and house of representatives, and is expected to be voted on this week.

The new buildings would include a new medical school, a new teaching hospital, and an additional medical research facility. The cost of the project is estimated to be $1.5 billion.

The bill has received widespread support from both the business community and the medical community, as well as from state and local officials.

The Michigan Legislature is expected to take up the bill this week. The fate of the project is uncertain, as the state budget is facing severe cuts.